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Teacher Student Generalized linear model

Most supervised learning problems are formulated as

w? ∈ min
w∈Rd

L (y ,Xw) + r(w)

where y = φ(Xw 0) ∈ Rn

• L, r are a convex loss and penalty defining the student

• φ,w 0 ∈ Rd represent the teacher

• X ∈ Rn×d is a random design matrix (e.g. Gaussian with covariance)

Goal : statistical properties of w?
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• L, r are a convex loss and penalty defining the student

• φ,w 0 ∈ Rd represent the teacher

• X ∈ Rn×d is a random design matrix (e.g. Gaussian with covariance)

Goal : statistical properties of w?

(And match the replica formula !)
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What are the difficulties ?

w? ∈ min
w∈Rd

L (y ,Xw) + r(w)

Simplest case : ridge regression with i.i.d./correlated Gaussian data,

closed-form solution −→ random matrix theory [BLLT20, HMRT20]

Beyond ridge regression : no closed-form solutions. One popular method

is convex Gaussian comparison inequalities (CGMT)

[TAH18, LGC+21]
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What are the difficulties ?

w? ∈ min
w∈Rd

L (y ,Xw) + r(w)

Simplest case : ridge regression with i.i.d./correlated Gaussian data,

closed-form solution −→ random matrix theory [BLLT20, HMRT20]

Beyond ridge regression : no closed-form solutions. One popular method

is convex Gaussian comparison inequalities (CGMT)

[TAH18, LGC+21]

Works well for vector estimator w?, any convex GLM, various correlation

structure in the data ...

So what’s wrong ?
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What are the difficulties ?

Here we are learning a matrix !

W ? ∈ min
W∈Rd×K

L (Y ,XW ) + r(W )

And the pair (Y ,X ) is taken from a Gaussian mixture

P(x , y) =
K∑

k=1

ykρkN (x |µk ,Σk ) , (1)

Harder to represent as a matrix (e.g. X = ZΣ1/2 with i.i.d. Z )
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What are the difficulties ?

Here we are learning a matrix !

W ? ∈ min
W∈Rd×K

L (Y ,XW ) + r(W )

And the pair (Y ,X ) is taken from a Gaussian mixture

P(x , y) =
K∑

k=1

ykρkN (x |µk ,Σk ) , (2)

Harder to represent as a matrix (e.g. X = ZΣ1/2 with i.i.d. Z )

Convex Gaussian comparison inequalities break down [TOS20]
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Enter Approximate Message Passing (AMP)

Family of iterations with closed form exact asymptotics : state

evolution equations [BM11, JM13, BMN20, GB21]

• enables matrix valued variables

• handles block correlation structures (spatial coupling)

• very adaptable !
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Enter Approximate Message Passing (AMP)

Family of iterations with closed form exact asymptotics : state

evolution equations [BM11, JM13, BMN20, GB21]

• enables matrix valued variables

• handles block correlation structures (spatial coupling)

• very adaptable !

ut+1 = Z>ht(v t)− et(ut)〈h′t〉>

v t = Zet(ut)− ht−1(v t−1)〈e ′t〉>

where Z (block-)Gaussian, ht , et are matrix valued functions.

Brackets are Jacobian-like terms → inherent to AMP
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Sketch of proof

Target :

W ? ∈ min
W∈Rd×K

L (Y ,XW ) + r(W ) (3)

Tool :

ut+1 = Z>ht(v t)− et(ut)〈h′t〉>

v t = Zet(ut)− ht−1(v t−1)〈e ′t〉> (4)

Instructions:

• design ht , et s.t. fixed point of (4) matches opt. cond. of (3)

• find a converging trajectory (convexity helps)

• use state evolution equations (fixed point)
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All done !

Fixed point of SE equations match replica saddle-point

(Simulations as well)

Thank you !
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